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Inrpeelion or replocemenl
of lhe grinding wheel is
eorily done wilh lhe grind-

er loid on il¡ ¡lde.

ã-Êffi 8{fü s'HsBdær'

The Nordberg Midget Grinder is u on"-^@
machine for surface grinding of rail and is appli
cable for such jobs as grinding rail ends built up
by welding, removing mill tolerance, leveling
cropped rarl, removing humps from hardened rail
ends :and grinding out corrugations and wheel
burns. In operation, the Midget Grinder is
rolled back and forth along the rail over the sur-
face to be ground. At the same time, it is rocked
across the rail to provide the proper surface con-
tour. It rides on two flanged rollers. ,4. stabiliz-
ing post is provided to support the machine when
not in operation. Being light in weight, it can
easily be removed from and replaced on the rail
by the operator. Ease of handling and compact
design make this grinder especially desirable for
use in congested ttafÍic areas.

This grinder with its 8 inch diameter x 2" wide
x 2" wall cup wheel will provide a more accu-
nteLy ground and a more smoothly finished sur-
face than can possibly be obtained by any other
method.; The wheel is driven through a bevel
friction drive by a 6 horsepower, ait-cooled gaso-
line engine. The high mechanical efficiency of
this simple, positive drive provides ample power
to drive the grinding wheel at its most efficient
cutting speed.

The grinding wheel spindle is so arranged
that it can be instantly raised from contact with
the rail by the lifting of a hand lever. This is a
convenience fo¡ the operator when examining the
ground sutface, or testing with a straight edge.
In fact, the machine itself acts as a straight edge
if care is taken in setting the grinding wheel so
that it bareLy touches the parent metal on each
side of the weld. \Øith the Grinder so adjusted,
it is impossible to gouge the parent metal at the
edges of the weld. Raising the wheel does not
alter the setting, since the wheel returns to the
original position when again lowered to the ¡ail.
The spindle is mounted on ball bearings.

The feed of the grinding wheel is simple and
convenient to the operator. ,{ handwheel at the
top of the spindle regulates the feed accurately,
which results in a precision ground surface in
keeping with the highest standards of lz,il main-
tenance.


